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  . . . . . . . . . Heat a skillet over medium heat and cook bacon, stirring occasionally, until crisp, about 6 to 8 minutes. Remove bacon to a paper towel-lined plate to cool. Crumble bacon, leaving behind the bacon grease. Reserve 2 tablespoons bacon grease. Add onion to remaining bacon grease, season with salt and pepper. Cook over medium heat, stirring often, until softened, about 10 minutes. Set
aside. Place chicken between sheets of wax paper and pound to 1/4-inch thickness. Heat remaining bacon grease in a large skillet over medium-high heat. Sear chicken, in batches, until browned, about 4 to 5 minutes on each side. Remove chicken to a plate. Add onion to the pan, and cook until softened, about 6 to 8 minutes. Return chicken to the pan, and sprinkle with a little more salt and pepper,

and a tablespoon of the crumbled bacon. Cook, tossing and turning chicken as needed, until chicken is thoroughly browned, 6 to 8 minutes. Remove chicken to a plate, and set aside. Pour off all but about 1 tablespoon bacon grease. Add frozen corn, chicken stock and cornstarch mixture to pan, and cook, stirring, over medium-high heat, until thickened and bubbly, about 1 to 2 minutes. Return chicken
to the pan, and toss to coat. *If you are in a hurry, you can make the corn sauce ahead of time. Simmer corn sauce for 30 minutes and then cool it in the refrigerator for an hour or so.Kujō Masatomo Kujō Masatomo (, 910–981) was a Japanese nobleman and the court official (kugyō) of Emperor Konjiki in the early Kamakura period. He also served as shugo of the central part of Hitachi Province.

After the death of Saichō in 1199, Masatomo was given official positions in the late part of the Kamakura shogunate, including kampaku, regent, and tosa no kampaku. Notes References Brinkley, Frank and Dairoku Kikuchi. (1915). A History of the Japanese People from the Earliest Times to the End of the Meiji Era. New York: Encyclopædia Britannica. Saner, Victor 82157476af
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